F sheets usually show overhead (plan) and side (profile) views of detour roads constructed as a result of mainline construction or reconstruction. F sheets are very similar to D and E sheets except the centerline of the detour is usually shown.

Contents of the F Sheets
The F sheets contain Plan and Profile Sheets for detour roads constructed (see Section 1F-5b).

Sample F Sheets
Click here to view a Sample F Sheet.

Plan Quality Checklist

- Use D sheet checklist (See Section 1F-5).
- Is Detour/Temporary Pavement presented in order of occurrence?
- Is Detour/Temporary Pavement labeled in the bottom right of the plan view?
- Are tie-in elevations shown on the profile view?
- Are equations labeled at tie-in on the plan view?
Chronology of Changes to Design Manual Section:

001F-007 F Sheets

6/30/2011 Revised
Updated sample sheet to reflect addition of temporary pavement shading.

2/4/2011 Revised
Renamed, updated to reflect current practices and added plan quality checklist.

2/4/2011 Revised
Update section and D sheets examples.